The general mathematical models of secondary clarifiers in wastewater treatment processes are usually complicated and cannot be used to construct control systems directly. A method based on a double exponential settling equation is proposed in this paper to construct a kind of mixed logic dynamic model for secondary clarifiers. The advantage of this handling method is that it can extend the control design method of hybrid system to that of activated sludge processes, form a unified optimal control problem expression containing technical indexes, procedure characteristics and environmental protection regulations. This new model representing method will lay the foundation of plantwide control design.
Introduction
Relying on the self flocculability of micropopulation, the secondary clarifier utilizes gravity to separate settleable solids from water, drains clean water from the top of the clarifier and leaves mixed liquor together with sludge in the bottom, some of which need return to the reactors [1] . The secondary clarifiers often prove to be the bottleneck of the whole activated sludge wastewater treatment process [2] . Analyzing from the point of view of control, the two most important factors affecting the separation are internal flocculability and external gravity, on which there is no direct effective control measure in technology presently, but they indeed decide the effluent quality. Besides, the mathematical model of secondary clarifier is complicated. It can be used in process design computation, but for control design, for lack of adjustable variables, the problem of constructing control system is meaningful only when putting this model together with the reactor model. In consideration of plantwide control design [3] , the units performing cyclic operation are the key links of the overall design, and the * Automation Department, secondary clarifier is also in such a position. So, to some extent, the problem of control design of the secondary clarifier restricts the development and application of optimal control technology in biological wastewater treatment processes.
The system model derived according to flocculation and bulking is a group of differential equations or difference equations. When used to construct the model-based control algorithm, these equations are overcomplicated and there are no ready-made usable design principle and supporting tools. It can be found from the model of the secondary clarifier that it contains logical relations. The above discussed leads us to mixed logical dynamical (MLD) systems [4] , which has gained wide attention in recent years. Mixed integer linear programming and quadratic programming support the solution of optimization problem of such systems, so have wide applicable domains. This paper aims to simplify the model of biological wastewater treatment processes to the form of MLD system and explore new monitoring and control approaches for biological wastewater treatment processes with the help of the existing achievements in scientific research.
Mechanism Model
Suppose that the secondary clarifier has the layered structure as shown in Fig. 1 [5] . The sedimentation capacity in every layer is uniform, and n is the layer number.
Equation of Solid Flux
The equation of solid flux generated by gravitational settling is J s = v s (X)X, where X denotes the total sludge concentration, and v s is the double exponential settling function:
The sludge concentration in the feeding layer is estimated from the fifth reactor: Figure 1 . Model of the secondary clarifier.
Calculation of Sludge Concentration in Every Layer
For the feeding layer:
For the layers below the feeding layer:
For the bottom layer:
For the layers above the feeding layer:
For the top layer:
Calculation of Soluble Materials in Every Layer
where, f ns , r h , r p , v 0 , X t , X min are all parameters.
The Dynamical Model Mixed Logic
The general form of MLD systems is:
x is the system states, it contains continuous variable x c and logical variable x v (0, 1); y is output ma-
mv , m m c + m v , containing continuous control action u c and two-value control action u v ; δ ∈ {0, 1} rv and z ∈ R rc denote auxiliary logical variable and auxiliary continuous variable respectively.
Simplification of the Double Exponential Settling Velocity Equation
The double exponential settling velocity equation generally has the shape as shown in Fig. 2 . The calculation is performed using benchmark simulation data [6] . There are many kinds of settling velocity equations in literatures.
Because of the over-complexity of the process, they are all approximate descriptions on settling velocity. Based on the double exponential settling velocity equation, it is proposed to replace the complex double exponential settling velocity equation with discrete output type piecewise function in this paper. As long as the number and the position of the subsections are selected appropriately, enough accuracy can be obtained by numerical calculation.
With respect to the 13-segment simplified handling as shown in Fig. 2 , discrete output type algorithm proposed by literature [4] can be used to transform this function into one output equation containing 13 logical variables: and a constraint inequality [4] .
The solid flux equation is:
For the product δ i X appearing in this equation, proposition-logic transformation relation can be used to express it as:
. . .
ones(13, 1)
where, X ∈ [m, M ], Z vs (i, j) (i = 1, . . . , 13) are introduced auxiliary variables, j = 1, . . . , n denotes the layer number. The solid flux equation is converted to:
Model Transformation of Total Sludge Concentration in Every Layer
For the feeding layer equation (2), 2n − 1 logical variables are firstly defined according to the distribution of solid flux in every layer:
Then the two logical relation terms in the differential equation have expression as:
Also, two groups of constraint conditions must be added.
For the bottom layer equation (4), there is:
For (3) of the layers below the feeding layer:
For (5) of the layers above the feeding layer:
For the top layer equation (6):
Soluble Constituent
Soluble constituents in every layer have linear relationship, which can be written to MLD form directly.
Decomposition of Total Sludge Amount into Particulate Components
In the above, the total sludge concentration equilibrium relations in every layer are discussed. As the return sludge and the excess sludge take part in the technological cycle, it is necessary to decompose every particulate component from the total sludge concentration discharging from the bottom of the clarifier. In benchmark, the following relation is adopted:
Essence of this relation is assuming the particulate components entering into the secondary clarifier settle in proportion, that is, in the total sludge concentration of every layer, every particulate component keeps proportion with the particulate component in the last reactor. Based on this cognizance, table look up method is proposed in this paper to simplify this non-linear relation. The concrete operation is as follows:
• Calculate the ratio of six particulate components to total amount of sludge in discharge from the last reactor.
• Define a group of logical variables corresponding to these six ratios.
• The rest handling methods are similar to "Simplification of the double exponential settling velocity equation". After the above transformation implemented, the primal model of the secondary clarifier, which is inapplicable to control design, is simplified to standard MLD model, so it can be combined to the optimal design of the control system. Although a new rouge handling method is introduced in handing the transformation relation in the double exponential settling velocity equation and the sludge components, theoretically, precision can be raised by subdividing these subsections. As it is an open problem in academia to raise the efficiency of the solver of mixed integer programming, excessive subdivision will make the solution of problems more difficult.
Simulation Example
The current benchmark simulation model [7] was used for the evaluation of the proposed MLD model of a secondary settling tank. The benchmark plant is composed of a fivecompartment reactor with an anoxic zone and a secondary is subdivided into five well-mixed compartments in series with a 10-layer secondary settling tank which volume is 4000 m 3 . Denitrification takes place in former two anoxic reactors, while later three aerated reactors serve for carbon removal and nitrification. Tuning airflow can control dissolved oxygen concentrations of aerated tanks. The variable NO 3 -concentration in compartment 2 is manipulated by the internal recycle flow from compartment 5 back to 1. IWA's Activated Sludge Model No.1 (ASM1) [8] and the double exponential setting velocity function are chosen as a representation of reactor and setting's processes separately.
Replacing the double exponential setting velocity function with the MLD model proposed in this paper, simulation is done using with the same initial conditions as benchmark. Simulated influent data are available in three two-week files derived from real operating data [6] , and these three files simulate three different weather situations: dry weather period, rain event and storm events, respectively. Input these three kinds of data and run for 14 days respectively, the data of the outlet water corresponding to these three input data were calculated according to the IWA benchmark evaluation index, and shown in Table 1 , in which the symbols can refer to [6] . The data in Table  1 evince that the MLD model proposed in this paper is usable. When used into practice, some parameters need to be adjusted carefully.
Conclusions
Based on the double exponential settling velocity equation, a new model representing method is proposed. By using some rouge handling methods, a kind of dynamic model mixed integer variables is derived. With the unceasing development of solver technology of mixed integer programming, this new model representing method will establish a foundation of plantwide control design.
